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CITY OF LOS ANGELES v. ALAMEDA BOOKS,
INC., et al.

certiorari to the united states court of appeals for
the ninth circuit

No. 00–799. Argued December 4, 2001—Decided May 13, 2002

Based on its 1977 study concluding that concentrations of adult entertain-
ment establishments are associated with higher crime rates in sur-
rounding communities, petitioner city enacted an ordinance prohibit-
ing such enterprises within 1,000 feet of each other or within 500 feet
of a religious institution, school, or public park. Los Angeles Munici-
pal Code § 12.70(C) (1978). Because the ordinance’s method of calculat-
ing distances created a loophole permitting the concentration of multi-
ple adult enterprises in a single structure, the city later amended the
ordinance to prohibit “more than one adult entertainment business in
the same building.” § 12.70(C) (1983). Respondents, two adult estab-
lishments that openly operate combined bookstores/video arcades in
violation of § 12.70(C), as amended, sued under 42 U. S. C. § 1983 for de-
claratory and injunctive relief, alleging that the ordinance, on its face,
violates the First Amendment. Finding that the ordinance was not a
content-neutral regulation of speech, the District Court reasoned that
neither the 1977 study nor a report cited in Hart Book Stores v. Ed-
misten, a Fourth Circuit case upholding a similar statute, supported
a reasonable belief that multiple-use adult establishments produce the
secondary effects the city asserted as content-neutral justifications
for its prohibition. Subjecting § 12.70(C) to strict scrutiny, the court
granted respondents summary judgment because it felt the city had
not offered evidence demonstrating that its prohibition was necessary
to serve a compelling government interest. The Ninth Circuit affirmed
on the different ground that, even if the ordinance were content neu-
tral, the city failed to present evidence upon which it could reasonably
rely to demonstrate that its regulation of multiple-use establishments
was designed to serve its substantial interest in reducing crime. The
court therefore held the ordinance invalid under Renton v. Playtime
Theatres, Inc., 475 U. S. 41.

Held: The judgment is reversed, and the case is remanded.

222 F. 3d 719, reversed and remanded.
Justice O’Connor, joined by The Chief Justice, Justice Scalia,

and Justice Thomas, concluded that Los Angeles may reasonably rely
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on its 1977 study to demonstrate that its present ban on multiple-
use adult establishments serves its interest in reducing crime.
Pp. 433–443.

(a) The 1977 study’s central component is a Los Angeles Police De-
partment report indicating that, from 1965 to 1975, crime rates for,
e. g., robbery and prostitution grew much faster in Hollywood, which
had the city’s largest concentration of adult establishments, than in
the city as a whole. The city may reasonably rely on the police de-
partment’s conclusions regarding crime patterns to overcome sum-
mary judgment. In finding to the contrary on the ground that the 1977
study focused on the effect on crime rates of a concentration of es-
tablishments—not a concentration of operations within a single estab-
lishment—the Ninth Circuit misunderstood the study’s implications.
While the study reveals that areas with high concentrations of adult
establishments are associated with high crime rates, such areas are also
areas with high concentrations of adult operations, albeit each in sepa-
rate establishments. It was therefore consistent with the 1977 study’s
findings, and thus reasonable, for the city to infer that reducing the
concentration of adult operations in a neighborhood, whether within
separate establishments or in one large establishment, will reduce crime
rates. Neither the Ninth Circuit nor respondents nor the dissent pro-
vides any reason to question the city’s theory. If this Court were to
accept their view, it would effectively require that the city provide
evidence that not only supports the claim that its ordinance serves an
important government interest, but also does not provide support for
any other approach to serve that interest. Renton specifically refused
to set such a high bar for municipalities that want to address merely
the secondary effects of protected speech. The Court there held that
a municipality may rely on any evidence that is “reasonably believed to
be relevant” for demonstrating a connection between speech and a sub-
stantial, independent government interest. 475 U. S., at 51–52. This
is not to say that a municipality can get away with shoddy data or rea-
soning. The municipality’s evidence must fairly support its rationale
for its ordinance. If plaintiffs fail to cast direct doubt on this ration-
ale, either by demonstrating that the municipality’s evidence does not
support its rationale or by furnishing evidence that disputes the munici-
pality’s factual findings, the municipality meets the Renton standard.
If plaintiffs succeed in casting doubt on a municipality’s rationale in
either manner, the burden shifts back to the municipality to supplement
the record with evidence renewing support for a theory that justifies its
ordinance. See, e. g., Erie v. Pap’s A. M., 529 U. S. 277, 298. This case
is at a very early stage in this process. It arrives on a summary judg-
ment motion by respondents defended only by complaints that the 1977
study fails to prove that the city’s justification for its ordinance is nec-
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essarily correct. Therefore, it must be concluded that the city, at this
stage of the litigation, has complied with Renton’s evidentiary require-
ment. Pp. 433–442.

(b) The Court need not resolve the parties’ dispute over whether
the city can rely on evidence from Hart Book Stores to overcome sum-
mary judgment, nor respondents’ alternative argument that the ordi-
nance is not a time, place, and manner regulation, but is effectively a
ban on adult video arcades that must be subjected to strict scrutiny.
Pp. 442–443.

Justice Kennedy concluded that this Court’s precedents may allow
Los Angeles to impose its regulation in the exercise of the zoning au-
thority, and that the city is not, at least, to be foreclosed by summary
judgment. Pp. 444–453.

(a) Under Renton v. Playtime Theatres, Inc., 475 U. S. 41, if a city
can decrease the crime and blight associated with adult businesses by
exercising its zoning power, and at the same time leave the quantity
and accessibility of speech substantially undiminished, there is no First
Amendment objection, even if the measure identifies the problem
outside the establishments by reference to the speech inside—that is,
even if the measure is content based. On the other hand, a city may
not regulate the secondary effects of speech by suppressing the speech
itself. For example, it may not impose a content-based fee or tax, see
Arkansas Writers’ Project, Inc. v. Ragland, 481 U. S. 221, 230, even
if the government purports to justify the fee by reference to sec-
ondary effects, see Forsyth County v. Nationalist Movement, 505 U. S.
123, 134–135. That the ordinance at issue is more a typical land-use
restriction than a law suppressing speech is suggested by the fact that
it is not limited to expressive activities, but extends, e. g., to massage
parlors, which the city has found to cause the same undesirable sec-
ondary effects; also, it is just one part of an elaborate web of land-use
regulations intended to promote the social value of the land as a whole
without suppressing some activities or favoring others. Thus, the ordi-
nance is not so suspect that it must be subjected to the strict scrutiny
that content-based laws demand in other instances. Rather, it calls for
intermediate scrutiny, as Renton held. Pp. 445–447.

(b) Renton’s description of an ordinance similar to Los Angeles’ as
“content neutral,” 475 U. S., at 48, was something of a fiction. These
ordinances are content based, and should be so described. Neverthe-
less, Renton’s central holding is sound. Pp. 448–449.

(c) The necessary rationale for applying intermediate scrutiny is
the promise that zoning ordinances like the one at issue may reduce
the costs of secondary effects without substantially reducing speech.
If two adult businesses are under the same roof, an ordinance requir-
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ing them to separate will have one of two results: One business will
either move elsewhere or close. The city’s premise cannot be the latter.
The premise must be that businesses—even those that have always been
under one roof—will for the most part disperse rather than shut down,
that the quantity of speech will be substantially undiminished, and that
total secondary effects will be significantly reduced. As to whether
there is sufficient evidence to support this proposition, the Court has
consistently held that a city must have latitude to experiment, at least
at the outset, and that very little evidence is required. See, e. g., Ren-
ton, supra, at 51–52. Here, the proposition to be shown is supported
by common experience and a study showing a correlation between
the concentration of adult establishments and crime. Assuming that
the study supports the city’s original dispersal ordinance, most of the
necessary analysis follows. To justify the ordinance at issue, the city
may infer—from its study and from its own experience—that two adult
businesses under the same roof are no better than two next door, and
that knocking down the wall between the two would not ameliorate any
undesirable secondary effects of their proximity to one another. If the
city’s first ordinance was justified, therefore, then the second is too.
Pp. 449–453.

(d) Because these considerations seem well enough established in
common experience and the Court’s case law, the ordinance survives
summary judgment. P. 453.

O’Connor, J., announced the judgment of the Court and delivered an
opinion, in which Rehnquist, C. J., and Scalia and Thomas, JJ., joined.
Scalia, J., filed a concurring opinion, post, p. 443. Kennedy, J., filed an
opinion concurring in the judgment, post, p. 444. Souter, J., filed a dis-
senting opinion, in which Stevens and Ginsburg, JJ., joined, and in
which Breyer, J., joined as to Part II, post, p. 453.

Michael L. Klekner argued the cause for petitioner. With
him on the briefs were James K. Hahn, Rockard J. Delga-
dillo, Claudia McGee Henry, Anthony Saul Alperin, and
Jeri Burge.

John H. Weston argued the cause for respondent. With
him on the briefs was G. Randall Garrou.*

*Briefs of amici curiae urging reversal were filed for the State of
Ohio et al. by Betty D. Montgomery, Attorney General of Ohio, David M.
Gormley, State Solicitor, and Elise W. Porter, joined by the Attorneys
General for their respective jurisdictions as follows: Bill Pryor of Ala-
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Justice O’Connor announced the judgment of the Court
and delivered an opinion, in which The Chief Justice, Jus-
tice Scalia, and Justice Thomas join.

Los Angeles Municipal Code § 12.70(C) (1983), as amended,
prohibits “the establishment or maintenance of more than
one adult entertainment business in the same building,
structure or portion thereof.” Respondents, two adult es-
tablishments that each operated an adult bookstore and an
adult video arcade in the same building, filed a suit under
Rev. Stat. § 1979, 42 U. S. C. § 1983 (1994 ed., Supp. V), alleg-
ing that § 12.70(C) violates the First Amendment and seek-
ing declaratory and injunctive relief. The District Court
granted summary judgment to respondents, finding that
the city of Los Angeles’ prohibition was a content-based
regulation of speech that failed strict scrutiny. The Court
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit affirmed, but on different
grounds. It held that, even if § 12.70(C) were a content-
neutral regulation, the city failed to demonstrate that the

bama, Janet Napolitano of Arizona, Ken Salazar of Colorado, Richard
Blumenthal of Connecticut, M. Jane Brady of Delaware, Robert A. Butter-
worth of Florida, Alan G. Lance of Idaho, Carla J. Stovall of Kansas, G.
Steven Rowe of Maine, Thomas F. Reilly of Massachusetts, Mike Moore
of Mississippi, Mike McGrath of Montana, Don Stenberg of Nebraska,
Frankie Sue Del Papa of Nevada, Roy Cooper of North Carolina, Herbert
D. Soll of the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, Mike
Fisher of Pennsylvania, Charles M. Condon of South Carolina, Mark Bar-
nett of South Dakota, John Cornyn of Texas, Mark L. Shurtleff of Utah,
Christine O. Gregoire of Washington, Darrell V. McGraw, Jr., of West
Virginia, and Gay Woodhouse of Wyoming; for the American Planning
Association et al. by Scott D. Bergthold; for the Capitol Resource Institute
et al. by Richard D. Ackerman and Gary G. Kreep; for Morality in Media,
Inc., by Paul J. McGeady and Robin S. Whitehead; and for the U. S. Con-
ference of Mayors et al. by Richard Ruda and James I. Crowley.

Briefs of amici curiae urging affirmance were filed for the American
Booksellers Foundation for Free Expression et al. by Michael A. Bam-
berger; for the DKT Liberty Project by Julie M. Carpenter; and for the
First Amendment Lawyers Association by Randall D. B. Tigue and Brad-
ley J. Shafer.
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prohibition was designed to serve a substantial government
interest. Specifically, the Court of Appeals found that the
city failed to present evidence upon which it could reason-
ably rely to demonstrate a link between multiple-use adult
establishments and negative secondary effects. Therefore,
the Court of Appeals held the Los Angeles prohibition on
such establishments invalid under Renton v. Playtime The-
atres, Inc., 475 U. S. 41 (1986), and its precedents interpret-
ing that case. 222 F. 3d 719, 723–728 (2000). We reverse
and remand. The city of Los Angeles may reasonably rely
on a study it conducted some years before enacting the
present version of § 12.70(C) to demonstrate that its ban on
multiple-use adult establishments serves its interest in re-
ducing crime.

I

In 1977, the city of Los Angeles conducted a compre-
hensive study of adult establishments and concluded that
concentrations of adult businesses are associated with higher
rates of prostitution, robbery, assaults, and thefts in sur-
rounding communities. See App. 35–162 (Los Angeles Dept.
of City Planning, Study of the Effects of the Concentration
of Adult Entertainment Establishments in the City of Los
Angeles (City Plan Case No. 26475, City Council File No. 74–
4521–S.3, June 1977)). Accordingly, the city enacted an or-
dinance prohibiting the establishment, substantial enlarge-
ment, or transfer of ownership of an adult arcade, bookstore,
cabaret, motel, theater, or massage parlor or a place for
sexual encounters within 1,000 feet of another such enter-
prise or within 500 feet of any religious institution, school,
or public park. See Los Angeles Municipal Code § 12.70(C)
(1978).

There is evidence that the intent of the city council when
enacting this prohibition was not only to disperse distinct
adult establishments housed in separate buildings, but also
to disperse distinct adult businesses operated under common
ownership and housed in a single structure. See App. 29
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(Los Angeles Dept. of City Planning, Amendment—Proposed
Ordinance to Prohibit the Establishment of More than One
Adult Entertainment Business at a Single Location (City
Plan Case No. 26475, City Council File No. 82–0155, Jan. 13,
1983)). The ordinance the city enacted, however, directed
that “[t]he distance between any two adult entertainment
businesses shall be measured in a straight line . . . from
the closest exterior structural wall of each business.” Los
Angeles Municipal Code § 12.70(D) (1978). Subsequent to
enactment, the city realized that this method of calculating
distances created a loophole permitting the concentration of
multiple adult enterprises in a single structure.

Concerned that allowing an adult-oriented department
store to replace a strip of adult establishments could defeat
the goal of the original ordinance, the city council amended
§ 12.70(C) by adding a prohibition on “the establishment or
maintenance of more than one adult entertainment business
in the same building, structure or portion thereof.” Los
Angeles Municipal Code § 12.70(C) (1983). The amended or-
dinance defines an “Adult Entertainment Business” as an
adult arcade, bookstore, cabaret, motel, theater, or mas-
sage parlor or a place for sexual encounters, and notes that
each of these enterprises “shall constitute a separate adult
entertainment business even if operated in conjunction with
another adult entertainment business at the same establish-
ment.” § 12.70(B)(17). The ordinance uses the term “busi-
ness” to refer to certain types of goods or services sold in
adult establishments, rather than the establishment itself.
Relevant for purposes of this case are also the ordinance’s
definitions of adult bookstores and arcades. An “Adult
Bookstore” is an operation that “has as a substantial por-
tion of its stock-in-trade and offers for sale” printed matter
and videocassettes that emphasize the depiction of speci-
fied sexual activities. § 12.70(B)(2)(a). An adult arcade is
an operation where, “for any form of consideration,” five
or fewer patrons together may view films or videocassettes
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that emphasize the depiction of specified sexual activities.
§ 12.70(B)(1).

Respondents, Alameda Books, Inc., and Highland Books,
Inc., are two adult establishments operating in Los Angeles.
Neither is located within 1,000 feet of another adult es-
tablishment or 500 feet of any religious institution, public
park, or school. Each establishment occupies less than 3,000
square feet. Both respondents rent and sell sexually ori-
ented products, including videocassettes. Additionally, both
provide booths where patrons can view videocassettes for
a fee. Although respondents are located in different build-
ings, each operates its retail sales and rental operations in
the same commercial space in which its video booths are
located. There are no physical distinctions between the dif-
ferent operations within each establishment and each es-
tablishment has only one entrance. 222 F. 3d, at 721. Re-
spondents concede they are openly operating in violation
of § 12.70(C) of the city’s code, as amended. Brief for Re-
spondents 7; Brief for Petitioner 9.

After a city building inspector found in 1995 that Alameda
Books, Inc., was operating both as an adult bookstore and
an adult arcade in violation of the city’s adult zoning reg-
ulations, respondents joined as plaintiffs and sued under
42 U. S. C. § 1983 for declaratory and injunctive relief to
prevent enforcement of the ordinance. 222 F. 3d, at 721.
At issue in this case is count I of the complaint, which alleges
a facial violation of the First Amendment. Both the city
and respondents filed cross-motions for summary judgment.

The District Court for the Central District of California
initially denied both motions on the First Amendment issues
in count I, concluding that there was “a genuine issue of
fact whether the operation of a combination video rental
and video viewing business leads to the harmful secondary
effects associated with a concentration of separate busi-
nesses in a single urban area.” App. 255. After respond-
ents filed a motion for reconsideration, however, the District
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Court found that Los Angeles’ prohibition on multiple-use
adult establishments was not a content-neutral regulation
of speech. App. to Pet. for Cert. 51. It reasoned that nei-
ther the city’s 1977 study nor a report cited in Hart Book
Stores v. Edmisten, 612 F. 2d 821 (CA4 1979) (uphold-
ing a North Carolina statute that also banned multiple-use
adult establishments), supported a reasonable belief that
multiple-use adult establishments produced the secondary
effects the city asserted as content-neutral justifications for
its prohibition. App. to Pet. for Cert. 34–47. Therefore,
the District Court proceeded to subject the Los Angeles
ordinance to strict scrutiny. Because it felt that the city
did not offer evidence to demonstrate that its prohibition is
necessary to serve a compelling government interest, the
District Court granted summary judgment for respondents
and issued a permanent injunction enjoining the enforcement
of the ordinance against respondents. Id., at 51.

The Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit affirmed, al-
though on different grounds. The Court of Appeals deter-
mined that it did not have to reach the District Court’s
decision that the Los Angeles ordinance was content based
because, even if the ordinance were content neutral, the
city failed to present evidence upon which it could reason-
ably rely to demonstrate that its regulation of multiple-use
establishments is “designed to serve” the city’s substantial
interest in reducing crime. The challenged ordinance was
therefore invalid under Renton, 475 U. S. 41. 222 F. 3d,
at 723–724. We granted certiorari, 532 U. S. 902 (2001), to
clarify the standard for determining whether an ordinance
serves a substantial government interest under Renton,
supra.

II

In Renton v. Playtime Theatres, Inc., supra, this Court
considered the validity of a municipal ordinance that pro-
hibited any adult movie theater from locating within 1,000
feet of any residential zone, family dwelling, church, park,
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or school. Our analysis of the ordinance proceeded in three
steps. First, we found that the ordinance did not ban adult
theaters altogether, but merely required that they be dis-
tanced from certain sensitive locations. The ordinance was
properly analyzed, therefore, as a time, place, and manner
regulation. Id., at 46. We next considered whether the
ordinance was content neutral or content based. If the
regulation were content based, it would be considered pre-
sumptively invalid and subject to strict scrutiny. Simon &
Schuster, Inc. v. Members of N. Y. State Crime Victims Bd.,
502 U. S. 105, 115, 118 (1991); Arkansas Writers’ Project, Inc.
v. Ragland, 481 U. S. 221, 230–231 (1987). We held, how-
ever, that the Renton ordinance was aimed not at the content
of the films shown at adult theaters, but rather at the sec-
ondary effects of such theaters on the surrounding commu-
nity, namely, at crime rates, property values, and the quality
of the city’s neighborhoods. Therefore, the ordinance was
deemed content neutral. Renton, supra, at 47–49. Finally,
given this finding, we stated that the ordinance would be
upheld so long as the city of Renton showed that its or-
dinance was designed to serve a substantial government
interest and that reasonable alternative avenues of com-
munication remained available. 475 U. S., at 50. We con-
cluded that Renton had met this burden, and we upheld its
ordinance. Id., at 51–54.

The Court of Appeals applied the same analysis to eval-
uate the Los Angeles ordinance challenged in this case.
First, the Court of Appeals found that the Los Angeles
ordinance was not a complete ban on adult entertainment
establishments, but rather a sort of adult zoning regulation,
which Renton considered a time, place, and manner regula-
tion. 222 F. 3d, at 723. The Court of Appeals turned to the
second step of the Renton analysis, but did not draw any
conclusions about whether the Los Angeles ordinance was
content based. It explained that, even if the Los Angeles
ordinance were content neutral, the city had failed to demon-
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strate, as required by the third step of the Renton analysis,
that its prohibition on multiple-use adult establishments was
designed to serve its substantial interest in reducing crime.
The Court of Appeals noted that the primary evidence re-
lied upon by Los Angeles to demonstrate a link between
combination adult businesses and harmful secondary effects
was the 1977 study conducted by the city’s planning depart-
ment. The Court of Appeals found, however, that the city
could not rely on that study because it did not “ ‘suppor[t] a
reasonable belief that [the] combination [of] businesses . . .
produced harmful secondary effects of the type asserted.’ ”
222 F. 3d, at 724. For similar reasons, the Court of Appeals
also rejected the city’s attempt to rely on a report on health
conditions inside adult video arcades described in Hart Book
Stores, supra, a case that upheld a North Carolina statute
similar to the Los Angeles ordinance challenged in this case.

The central component of the 1977 study is a report on
city crime patterns provided by the Los Angeles Police De-
partment. That report indicated that, during the period
from 1965 to 1975, certain crime rates grew much faster in
Hollywood, which had the largest concentration of adult es-
tablishments in the city, than in the city of Los Angeles as
a whole. For example, robberies increased 3 times faster
and prostitution 15 times faster in Hollywood than citywide.
App. 124–125.

The 1977 study also contains reports conducted directly
by the staff of the Los Angeles Planning Department that
examine the relationship between adult establishments and
property values. These staff reports, however, are incon-
clusive. Not surprisingly, the parties focus their dispute
before this Court on the report by the Los Angeles Police
Department. Because we find that reducing crime is a sub-
stantial government interest and that the police department
report’s conclusions regarding crime patterns may reason-
ably be relied upon to overcome summary judgment against
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the city, we also focus on the portion of the 1977 study drawn
from the police department report.

The Court of Appeals found that the 1977 study did not
reasonably support the inference that a concentration of
adult operations within a single adult establishment pro-
duced greater levels of criminal activity because the study
focused on the effect that a concentration of establish-
ments—not a concentration of operations within a single
establishment—had on crime rates. The Court of Ap-
peals pointed out that the study treated combination adult
bookstore/arcades as single establishments and did not
study the effect of any separate-standing adult bookstore
or arcade. 222 F. 3d, at 724.

The Court of Appeals misunderstood the implications of
the 1977 study. While the study reveals that areas with
high concentrations of adult establishments are associated
with high crime rates, areas with high concentrations of
adult establishments are also areas with high concentrations
of adult operations, albeit each in separate establishments.
It was therefore consistent with the findings of the 1977
study, and thus reasonable, for Los Angeles to suppose that
a concentration of adult establishments is correlated with
high crime rates because a concentration of operations in
one locale draws, for example, a greater concentration of
adult consumers to the neighborhood, and a high density
of such consumers either attracts or generates criminal ac-
tivity. The assumption behind this theory is that having
a number of adult operations in one single adult estab-
lishment draws the same dense foot traffic as having a
number of distinct adult establishments in close proximity,
much as minimalls and department stores similarly attract
the crowds of consumers. Brief for Petitioner 28. Under
this view, it is rational for the city to infer that reducing
the concentration of adult operations in a neighborhood,
whether within separate establishments or in one large es-
tablishment, will reduce crime rates.
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Neither the Court of Appeals, nor respondents, nor the
dissent provides any reason to question the city’s theory.
In particular, they do not offer a competing theory, let alone
data, that explains why the elevated crime rates in neigh-
borhoods with a concentration of adult establishments can
be attributed entirely to the presence of permanent walls
between, and separate entrances to, each individual adult
operation. While the city certainly bears the burden of pro-
viding evidence that supports a link between concentrations
of adult operations and asserted secondary effects, it does
not bear the burden of providing evidence that rules out
every theory for the link between concentrations of adult
establishments that is inconsistent with its own.

The error that the Court of Appeals made is that it re-
quired the city to prove that its theory about a concentra-
tion of adult operations attracting crowds of customers,
much like a minimall or department store does, is a neces-
sary consequence of the 1977 study. For example, the Court
of Appeals refused to allow the city to draw the inference
that “the expansion of an adult bookstore to include an adult
arcade would increase” business activity and “produce the
harmful secondary effects identified in the Study.” 222 F.
3d, at 726. It reasoned that such an inference would jus-
tify limits on the inventory of an adult bookstore, not a
ban on the combination of an adult bookstore and an adult
arcade. The Court of Appeals simply replaced the city’s
theory—that having many different operations in close prox-
imity attracts crowds—with its own—that the size of an
operation attracts crowds. If the Court of Appeals’ theory
is correct, then inventory limits make more sense. If the
city’s theory is correct, then a prohibition on the combination
of businesses makes more sense. Both theories are consist-
ent with the data in the 1977 study. The Court of Appeals’
analysis, however, implicitly requires the city to prove that
its theory is the only one that can plausibly explain the data
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because only in this manner can the city refute the Court
of Appeals’ logic.

Respondents make the same logical error as the Court
of Appeals when they suggest that the city’s prohibition
on multiuse establishments will raise crime rates in certain
neighborhoods because it will force certain adult businesses
to relocate to areas without any other adult businesses. Re-
spondents’ claim assumes that the 1977 study proves that
all adult businesses, whether or not they are located near
other adult businesses, generate crime. This is a plausible
reading of the results from the 1977 study, but respondents
do not demonstrate that it is a compelled reading. Nor do
they provide evidence that refutes the city’s interpretation
of the study, under which the city’s prohibition should on
balance reduce crime. If this Court were nevertheless to
accept respondents’ speculation, it would effectively require
that the city provide evidence that not only supports the
claim that its ordinance serves an important government
interest, but also does not provide support for any other
approach to serve that interest.

In Renton, we specifically refused to set such a high bar
for municipalities that want to address merely the sec-
ondary effects of protected speech. We held that a munici-
pality may rely on any evidence that is “reasonably believed
to be relevant” for demonstrating a connection between
speech and a substantial, independent government interest.
475 U. S., at 51–52; see also, e. g., Barnes v. Glen Theatre,
Inc., 501 U. S. 560, 584 (1991) (Souter, J., concurring in
judgment) (permitting municipality to use evidence that
adult theaters are correlated with harmful secondary effects
to support its claim that nude dancing is likely to produce
the same effects). This is not to say that a municipality can
get away with shoddy data or reasoning. The municipality’s
evidence must fairly support the municipality’s rationale
for its ordinance. If plaintiffs fail to cast direct doubt on
this rationale, either by demonstrating that the munici-
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pality’s evidence does not support its rationale or by fur-
nishing evidence that disputes the municipality’s factual
findings, the municipality meets the standard set forth in
Renton. If plaintiffs succeed in casting doubt on a munici-
pality’s rationale in either manner, the burden shifts back
to the municipality to supplement the record with evidence
renewing support for a theory that justifies its ordinance.
See, e. g., Erie v. Pap’s A. M., 529 U. S. 277, 298 (2000) (plu-
rality opinion). This case is at a very early stage in this
process. It arrives on a summary judgment motion by re-
spondents defended only by complaints that the 1977 study
fails to prove that the city’s justification for its ordinance is
necessarily correct. Therefore, we conclude that the city, at
this stage of the litigation, has complied with the evidentiary
requirement in Renton.

Justice Souter faults the city for relying on the 1977
study not because the study fails to support the city’s theory
that adult department stores, like adult minimalls, attract
customers and thus crime, but because the city does not
demonstrate that freestanding single-use adult establish-
ments reduce crime. See post, at 460–462 (dissenting opin-
ion). In effect, Justice Souter asks the city to demon-
strate, not merely by appeal to common sense, but also with
empirical data, that its ordinance will successfully lower
crime. Our cases have never required that municipalities
make such a showing, certainly not without actual and con-
vincing evidence from plaintiffs to the contrary. See, e. g.,
Barnes, supra, at 583–584 (Souter, J., concurring in judg-
ment). Such a requirement would go too far in undermining
our settled position that municipalities must be given a
“ ‘reasonable opportunity to experiment with solutions’ ” to
address the secondary effects of protected speech. Renton,
supra, at 52 (quoting Young v. American Mini Theatres,
Inc., 427 U. S. 50, 71 (1976) (plurality opinion)). A munici-
pality considering an innovative solution may not have data
that could demonstrate the efficacy of its proposal because
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the solution would, by definition, not have been implemented
previously. The city’s ordinance banning multiple-use adult
establishments is such a solution. Respondents contend
that there are no adult video arcades in Los Angeles County
that operate independently of adult bookstores. See Brief
for Respondents 41. But without such arcades, the city does
not have a treatment group to compare with the control
group of multiple-use adult establishments, and without such
a comparison Justice Souter would strike down the city’s
ordinance. This leaves the city with no means to address
the secondary effects with which it is concerned.

Our deference to the evidence presented by the city of Los
Angeles is the product of a careful balance between com-
peting interests. On the one hand, we have an “obligation
to exercise independent judgment when First Amendment
rights are implicated.” Turner Broadcasting System, Inc.
v. FCC, 512 U. S. 622, 666 (1994) (plurality opinion); see also
Landmark Communications, Inc. v. Virginia, 435 U. S. 829,
843–844 (1978). On the other hand, we must acknowledge
that the Los Angeles City Council is in a better position than
the Judiciary to gather and evaluate data on local problems.
See Turner, supra, at 665–666; Erie, supra, at 297–298 (plu-
rality opinion). We are also guided by the fact that Renton
requires that municipal ordinances receive only intermediate
scrutiny if they are content neutral. 475 U. S., at 48–50.
There is less reason to be concerned that municipalities will
use these ordinances to discriminate against unpopular
speech. See Erie, supra, at 298–299.

Justice Souter would have us rethink this balance, and
indeed the entire Renton framework. In Renton, the Court
distinguished the inquiry into whether a municipal ordi-
nance is content neutral from the inquiry into whether it is
“designed to serve a substantial government interest and
do not unreasonably limit alternative avenues of commu-
nication.” 475 U. S., at 47–54. The former requires courts
to verify that the “predominate concerns” motivating the
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ordinance “were with the secondary effects of adult
[speech], and not with the content of adult [speech].” Id.,
at 47 (emphasis deleted). The latter inquiry goes one step
further and asks whether the municipality can demonstrate
a connection between the speech regulated by the ordinance
and the secondary effects that motivated the adoption of the
ordinance. Only at this stage did Renton contemplate that
courts would examine evidence concerning regulated speech
and secondary effects. Id., at 50–52. Justice Souter
would either merge these two inquiries or move the eviden-
tiary analysis into the inquiry on content neutrality, and
raise the evidentiary bar that a municipality must pass. His
logic is that verifying that the ordinance actually reduces the
secondary effects asserted would ensure that zoning regula-
tions are not merely content-based regulations in disguise.
See post, at 457–458.

We think this proposal unwise. First, none of the parties
request the Court to depart from the Renton framework.
Nor is the proposal fairly encompassed in the question
presented, which focuses on the sorts of evidence upon
which the city may rely to demonstrate that its ordinance
is designed to serve a substantial governmental interest.
Pet. for Cert. i. Second, there is no evidence suggesting
that courts have difficulty determining whether municipal
ordinances are motivated primarily by the content of adult
speech or by its secondary effects without looking to evi-
dence connecting such speech to the asserted secondary
effects. In this case, the Court of Appeals has not yet had
an opportunity to address the issue, having assumed for the
sake of argument that the city’s ordinance is content neutral.
222 F. 3d, at 723. It would be inappropriate for this Court
to reach the question of content neutrality before permitting
the lower court to pass upon it. Finally, Justice Souter
does not clarify the sort of evidence upon which municipali-
ties may rely to meet the evidentiary burden he would re-
quire. It is easy to say that courts must demand evidence
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when “common experience” or “common assumptions” are
incorrect, see post, at 459, but it is difficult for courts to know
ahead of time whether that condition is met. Municipalities
will, in general, have greater experience with and under-
standing of the secondary effects that follow certain pro-
tected speech than will the courts. See Erie, 529 U. S., at
297–298 (plurality opinion). For this reason our cases re-
quire only that municipalities rely upon evidence that is
“ ‘reasonably believed to be relevant’ ” to the secondary
effects that they seek to address. Id., at 296.

III

The city of Los Angeles argues that its prohibition on
multiuse establishments draws further support from a study
of the poor health conditions in adult video arcades described
in Hart Book Stores, a case that upheld a North Carolina
ordinance similar to that challenged here. See 612 F. 2d,
at 828–829, n. 9. Respondents argue that the city cannot
rely on evidence from Hart Book Stores because the city can-
not prove it examined that evidence before it enacted the
current version of § 12.70(C). Brief for Respondents 21.
Respondents note, moreover, that unsanitary conditions in
adult video arcades would persist regardless of whether
arcades were operated in the same buildings as, say, adult
bookstores. Ibid.

We do not, however, need to resolve the parties’ dispute
over evidence cited in Hart Book Stores. Unlike the city
of Renton, the city of Los Angeles conducted its own study of
adult businesses. We have concluded that the Los Angeles
study provides evidence to support the city’s theory that a
concentration of adult operations in one locale attracts crime,
and can be reasonably relied upon to demonstrate that
Los Angeles Municipal Code § 12.70(C) (1983) is designed
to promote the city’s interest in reducing crime. Therefore,
the city need not present foreign studies to overcome the
summary judgment against it.
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Before concluding, it should be noted that respondents
argue, as an alternative basis to sustain the Court of Ap-
peals’ judgment, that the Los Angeles ordinance is not a
typical zoning regulation. Rather, respondents explain, the
prohibition on multiuse adult establishments is effectively a
ban on adult video arcades because no such business exists
independently of an adult bookstore. Brief for Respond-
ents 12–13. Respondents request that the Court hold that
the Los Angeles ordinance is not a time, place, and manner
regulation, and that the Court subject the ordinance to strict
scrutiny. This also appears to be the theme of Justice
Kennedy’s concurrence. He contends that “[a] city may not
assert that it will reduce secondary effects by reducing
speech in the same proportion.” Post, at 449 (opinion con-
curring in judgment). We consider that unobjectionable
proposition as simply a reformulation of the requirement
that an ordinance warrants intermediate scrutiny only if it
is a time, place, and manner regulation and not a ban. The
Court of Appeals held, however, that the city’s prohibition
on the combination of adult bookstores and arcades is not
a ban and respondents did not petition for review of that
determination.

Accordingly, we reverse the Court of Appeals’ judgment
granting summary judgment to respondents and remand the
case for further proceedings.

It is so ordered.




